
Bis Music offers new record
productions by young talents
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Young pianist Rodrigo García Ameneiro.     Image: Granma newspaper

Havana, June 7 (RHC)-- The record label, audiovisual producer and music publisher Bis Music, of Artex
S.A., after the results achieved in the last edition of Cubadisco 2023, maintains its commitment to
continue betting on new record and audiovisual productions, especially of young talents, who together
with established figures prestige its catalog, our Cuban music and culture.

Among the new artists who have come to Bis Music is pianist Rodrigo García Ameneiro, who with the
DVD Confluencia de pianos. Homenaje al pianismo en Cuba, directed by Mildrey Ruiz and Josué García,
won the prize in the Studio Concert category at Cubadisco 2023.

In Confluencia de pianos, García Ameneiro pays tribute to great figures of Cuban pianism and invited,
among others, Aldo López-Gavilán, Harold López-Nussa, Rolando Luna, Roberto Fonseca, Alejandro
Falcón, Cucurucho Valdés and Frank Fernández. It also featured the Havana Chamber Orchestra and its
conductor Daina García.



With the humility that characterizes him, the artist himself affirms in the words of presentation that the
experience was incredible, keeping beautiful and unforgettable memories of sharing the stage with 12
pianists with whom he makes a journey through the history of the Cuban piano in genres such as son,
danzón, guaguancó, mozambique, timba, joropo, jazz ballad and others.

Another musician of the new generation who has found his "home" in Bis Music is the troubadour from
Holguín Manuel Leandro, member of the AHS, whose album Mortal was among the nominees for the
Cubadisco in the category of Nueva Trova, with the musical production of Manuel himself and Javier
Pérez Rey and the executive production of Mayra María García.

With a few more years of experience, Real Project, directed by Ruly Herrera, once again joined forces
with Bis Music to release the album Mutación, in which, according to Yoyi Lagarza, responsible together
with Ruly for the musical production, summarizes the time that has united them as well as the
experiences they have gone through (Source: Granma newspaper).  
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